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Abstract—Air-to-ground (A2G) communication is envisioned
to support numerous applications in 5G wireless networks. In
this paper, an active measurement campaign for unmanned
aerial vehicle (UAV) channels is introduced. Simulation based
on Graph Model (GM) is also conducted for this specific
measurement. Both the measured and simulated channel
impulse responses (CIRs) are extracted. Based on the CIRs,
the multipath components (MPCs) are estimated by using a
high-resolution algorithm derived according to the space-
alternating generalized expectation-maximization (SAGE)
principle. The GM simulation performance is assessed by
comparing the concatenated power delay profiles (CPDPs)
and MPCs with the measurement results. In addition, an
object-labeled clustering method is proposed to further ana-
lyze the low altitude UAV channel contributed by individual
objects/buildings.

Index terms— Air-to-ground channel, graph model, clus-
tering and building impacts.

I. INTRODUCTION

Unmanned aerial vehicles communication has been envi-
sioned as an important technique in next generation wire-
less networks [1]. The mobility of UAVs allow supporting
on demand communication, smart city monitoring, and
data relaying applications [2]. Efforts have been taken to
study the UAV channels based on both simulation methods
[3] [4] and measurement methods [5] [6]. Basically, most
simulation implementations are carried out by ray-tracing
(RT) tools [7], which calculates the reflection paths by a
image method, involving a large amount of calculation,
especially for the high-order reflection links. Meanwhile,
RT tools are usually used to simulate narrow-band char-
acteristics in UAV channel.

The graph model, as a semi-deterministic radio channel
modeling approach [8], is also expected to be suitable
for UAV channel modeling to explore broadband char-
acteristics. The GM was firstly proposed in [9], then
the previous work was extended to the MIMO (multi-
input multi-output) system, and a closed mathematical
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the equipment used during the mea-
surement campaign.

expression of the channel response was proposed in [10].
Subsequently, the graph model has been widely used in
indoor scenarios [11], high-speed railway communication
scenarios [12], and tunnel scenarios [13], etc.

For the purpose of further understanding the low altitude
UAV A2G channel, the GM deviated in [8] is applied in
this paper. The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II introduces the measurement campaign as well
as the channel characterization. Section III describes the
GM implementation procedures and shows the channel
reconstruction results. To statistically analyze the envi-
ronment interactions, a object-labeled clustering method
is proposed in Section IV. A comparison for the object-
labeled clusters is also conducted in Section IV. Finally
conclusive remarks are addressed in Section V

II. UAV CHANNEL MEASUREMENT AND

CHARACTERIZATION

In this section, the conducted measurement campaign is
introduced including the equipment, scenario and experi-
ment specifications. Furthermore, the CPDPs experienced
by UAV are calculated, and based on the CPDPs, SAGE
algorithm is used to estimate parameters of MPCs.

A. Measurement campaign

Fig. 1 illustrates a diagram of the equipment used dur-
ing the UAV channel measurement. It consists of two
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Fig. 2. Satellite view of the measurement scenario.

parts, i.e., the air part and the ground part. The air
part was loaded on the UAV, which contains a quasi-
omnidirectional packaged discone antenna, a Univer-
sal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) device, a GPS-
disciplined oscillator and a small computer. The ground
part contains another set of equipments for signal trans-
mitting. In addition, a pair of commercial wireless fidelity
(WiFi) routers are used in both air part and ground part
for remotely controlling.

The measurement was conducted in a suburban scenario
at Jiading Campus, Tongji University, Shanghai. Fig. 2
illustrates the satellite view of the measurement scenario.
The ground transmitting part was located at the white
asterisk, where the antenna was mounted at m by a
height-variable tower. A horizontal round-trip flight was
conducted with going height of m and returning height
of m. During the flight, the UAV flew across buildings
and river with a speed of about m/s and a total length
of about 450m. The carrier frequency in the experiment
was set to MHz with bandwidth of MHz. The
measurement began after the UAV reached 15 meters
altitude and stopped before UAV landed.

B. Channel characterization

The CIRs from measurement are calculated as:

(1)

where denotes the received signal, and represents
the transmitted pseudo noise sequence. By exploiting the
CIR results, the SAGE algorithm is used to estimate
parameters, i.e., delays, Doppler frequencies and complex
amplitudes of MPCs. Readers can refer to [14] for details.
The underlying signal model assumption for the SAGE
algorithm in our case is formulated as

(2)

The wave at is characterized by its relative delay ,
Doppler frequency , and complex amplitude .

is the total number of paths,
represents the index of multipath components, and
represents the white Gaussian noise.

The CPDPs and corresponding SAGE estimation results
are illustrated in Fig. 3. It is noteworthy that the delays

are relative values and the maximum power value is
normalized to dB for a more intuitive comparison with
the GM simulated results. In Fig. 3(a), a dominant inverted
V-shaped trajectory (contributed by LoS communication)
can be observed, which is consistent with the going trip
and returning trip. Meanwhile, a fuzzy positive V-shaped
trajectory (very likely contributed by the building C) can
also be found with the same central point. This positive
V in returning part is clearer than it in going trip. This
might be because of the flying height.

SAGE estimation results in delay domain and Doppler
frequency domain are illustrated in Fig. 3(b) and Fig.
3(c), respectively. When observing the estimated Doppler
frequency with relatively higher power, an S rotated by
90 degrees can be found. In this S curve, the Doppler
frequency decreases from 0 to Hz, then increases to

Hz, and finally decreases again to Hz. This is because
the UAV takes off near the ground transmitter where rich
MPCs exist, then it leaves with stable speed at s,
makes a U-turn flight at s with a raise of m,
and finally flies back at s.

III. UAV CHANNEL RECONSTRUCTION BASED ON GM

In this section, we exploit the graph simulation tool [8] to
gain insights into UAV channel, including reconstructing
the channel, channel estimation with SAGE algorithm.
A object-labeled MPCs grouping method is proposed to
further analyze the channel components contributed from
individual objects/buildings.

A. GM implementation

In such a typical suburban scenario with buildings, river,
grassland, road and trees, it is impractical to precisely
model all the obstacles including their geometric locations,
electromagnetic characteristics as well as surface rough-
nesses. Some simplifications are applied: i) grassland,
river, and roads are modelled as a horizontal plane, ii)
the building materials are considered the same, iii) trees
and unimportant buildings are not involved. With the
simplifications, the GM simulation is conducted as below:

Set up a 3-D digital map. All the objects concluded
are divided into multiple small tiles labeled with posi-
tion and direction. The distance and angular between
each pair of vertices are recorded.
Set up the propagation graph. Evaluate the visibility
for every pair of two nodes, and calculate the corre-
sponding propagation coefficient.
Calculate the channel transfer function by a frequency
scan simulation (refer to [11]), the CIR is obtained by
a inverse Fourier transform of the transfer function.

Fig. 4 illustrates the 3-D digital map applied in the GM
implementation. The transmitter is noted as a black aster-
isk, the receiver loaded on UAV is marked as a set of red
asterisks. Three main buildings (i.e., building A, building
B and building C) as well as the ground are incorporated.
In order to match the measurement scenario, the receiver
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(a) Concatenated power delay profiles
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(b) SAGE estimation results in delay domain
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(c) SAGE estimation results in Doppler frequency domain

Fig. 3. CPDPs of measurement and corresponding SAGE
estimation results in delay and Doppler domain.

is tied to a 3-D location and is time-stamped. That is, the
receivers uniformly scattered in the UAV trajectory have
a m/s mobile relationship. However, the U-turn flight is
not smoothly considered during the simulation, leading to
a sudden change at the turning point.
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Fig. 4. Digital map established for this measurement
scenario.

B. GM reconstructed results

The CPDPs reconstructed by the afore-mentioned GM
procedures are illustrated in Fig. 5(a). Its SAGE estimation
results in delay and Doppler frequency domain are shown
in Fig. 5(b) and Fig. 5(c), respectively. By observing
Fig. 5(a), we can find those two V-shaped trajectories
are much more clear. A W-shaped trajectory, proved to
be contributed by building B, is also visible. However,
the components contributed by ground and building A are
non-resolvable for LoS contribution due to the bandwidth
limitation.

It can be observed from Fig. 5(c) that the SAGE estimated
Doppler frequency from the reconstructed CPDPs is more
regular. The dominant trajectory consists of two straight
lines as we set a constant speed in GM. Roughly we can
also find some other continuous curves, which are offered
by objects in this scenario. These GM simulated results,
seem similar to the measured results, shows the effective-
ness of GM in simulating low altitude UAV channel.

IV. OBJECT-LABELED CLUSTERING BASED ON GM

Cluster-based methods describing dispersion of propaga-
tion paths are adopted for constructing stochastic chan-
nel models [15]. Usually, multi-path clustering methods
are implemented by iterative operations for minimizing
the intra-cluster correlation and maximizing inter-cluster
difference. Priori weights should be provided to each
parameter. These clustering methods cannot identify which
object has a directive impact on a certain cluster. However,
GM is supported to record the propagation paths (for lower
bounces), which means that it can identify the objects that
promote each MPCs. We can redefine a clustering method
as below: the MPCs in a cluster are contributed by the
same object, MPCs in different clusters are contributed by
different objects. According to this new definition, MPCs
extracted from reconstructed CPDPs are grouped based on
their different sources. For the purpose of comparison, the
multi-path grouping is conducted again based on K-means
clustering algorithm [16] for both measurement results and
GM reconstructed results.

The clustering results are illustrated in Fig. 6. There
are five adjacent snapshots involved in this measurement
segmentation, and the UAV position in corresponding
simulation segmentation is adjusted the same as it in real
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(a) Concatenated power delay profiles
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(b) SAGE estimation results in delay domain
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(c) SAGE estimation results in Doppler frequency domain

Fig. 5. GM reconstructed CPDPs and its SAGE estimation
results in delay and Doppler domain.

measurement. During a segmentation, the UAV channel is
observed to be slightly changed. Clustering results based
on K-means algorithm for MPCs extracted from both
measured and simulated data are shown in Fig. 6(a) and
Fig. 6(b), respectively. We can find that the grouping
here is mainly conducted by delay differences. Fig. 6(c)

(same components as Fig. 6(b)) illustrates the object-
labeled grouping results. We can also find that the cluster
contributed by ground and LoS is mixed with the cluster
contributed by building A. Building B and C offer similar
delays but different Doppler frequencies, which is not easy
to be recognized by K-means algorithm.
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Fig. 6. Multi-path grouping for SAGE estimation results
in delay and Doppler domain. (a) K-means grouping
results for MPCs extracted from measurement data. (b)
K-means grouping results for MPCs extracted from GM
simulated data. (c) Object-labeled grouping results for
MPCs extracted from GM simulated data.

Buildings have different impacts on MPCs, including mean
delay, mean Doppler frequency, delay spread and Doppler
frequency spread. Fig. 7 shows the individual impacts
from four object-labeled clusters and from the complete
environment. The horizontal axe, the segmentation index,
also represents the flying trajectory. A sliding window
is used during segmenting, to guarantee its precision.
We can find that the power is mainly contributed by
the ground LoS part. The power varies along the whole
flight with path loss, shadowing and building impacts.
Convincingly, the power contributed by building C meets
a deep shadowing among segmentation index . The
delay contributions illustrated in Fig. 7(b) are related to
their relative position with UAV. Fig. 7(c) shows that the
root mean square (RMS) delay spreads, contributed by
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Table I. , , , for object-labeled clusters

Objectes [ns] [ns] [Hz] [Hz]
Total 210.7 218.5 14.98 2.27

Ground Los 204.1 210.4 15.36 1.47
Building A 362.6 82.5 8.93 4.65
Building B 1554.5 119.9 6.54 5.66
Building C 1523.0 194.9 9.11 5.42

each object, jitter a lot along the trajectory. Roughly we
can find that the RMS delay spread decreases with the
distance between UAV and ground transmitter.
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Fig. 7. Object-labeled clusters impacts on UAV channel.
(a) Power. (a) Delay. (a) RMS delay spread.

Tab. I illustrates the mean delay, RMS delay spread,
mean Doppler frequency, and RMS Doppler frequency
spread for the object-labeled clusters in the whole flight.
The total parameters is mainly effected by Ground Los
components, which provide a large RMS delay spread and
a small RMS Doppler frequency spread. Meanwhile, the
buildings provide relative smaller RMS delay spread but
larger RMS Doppler frequency spread. These intra or inter
cluster parameters are essential to gain insight into how the
environment interacts with the communication channel.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this contribution, an active UAV channel measurement
is conducted. SAGE algorithm is applied to estimating

multipath components and further analyzing the concate-
nated power delay profiles. For the purpose of study envi-
ronmental interactions to low altitude UAV channel, prop-
agation graph simulation tool is exploited to reconstruct
the CPDPs of this scenario. Results prove its effectiveness
in simulating CPDPs and MPCs in UAV channel. In
addition, the object-labeled clustering method is proposed
for a prior study of individual object impacts on wireless
communication channel. More works based on GM will be
investigated to enrich the novel channel modeling method,
and further figure out how the environment interacts with
the low altitude UAV channel.
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